A MOMENT TO REMEMBER

by Michael J. Knox II

You will sit someday, and your thoughts will be lost. Then a smile will make its appearance, to express one’s filtering thoughts. At that moment it shall glisten like the fresh fallen snow. The warmth will embrace your body with a remembrance of a moment, frozen in time. That experience maybe of a day, a week, but more likely, what seemed to be a very quick moment. When something or someone made a moment last forever, in your memory of time. It maybe, and is likely to be a small gesture, a simple touch, compliment, or funny incident. When you held no torment, just the feeling of joy. This time of recall comes only once in awhile, for if life was always like those most pleasing moments, we would never need to recall them at all. So when the time comes and it does come, let those memories survive, realize the gifts of life and STRIVE ON!, making more, moments to remember.